
Don't forget to look over the Packet 2 History Section from the Physics 
website a few times.  Go to www.askeyphysics.org and click on the Physics 
History page. There will be 5 multiple choice questions on the exam 
covering 5 of the items in the packet's history.  Good News: You get (+2) 
bonus point for each mc question you get right.  Bad news: you lose 2 pts 
for each mc question you get wrong.    

Complete at least 3 sides worth of work of this Take Home Test before your group works on Tribe 
Day so you participate and ask good questions in your tribe’s discussion instead of just coping 
down what others wrote, I will circle one of the scores below at the beginning of your tribe work.
Pretribe Pts: 0/24    up to 8/24    12/24    16/24    20/24   24/24
                  (no work)   (0-1 side)      (1.5 side)  (2 sides)  (2.5sides)  (3 sides) 

Use a pencil. show your work and units on all quantitative problems
Many answers can be found on the screen shots on the website (www.askeyphysics.org).  
Don't forget to check the Facebook group, How The Universe Works (HUW) and the help videos.

RAW PENCIL PTS: _________ + RED PEN PTS:  _________ =  TOTAL PTS _________ / 125pts   
P h y s i c s               name ___________________________________________               period _____
125pt THT 2 - Part 1 (Trios,Beautiful Pats,Orange Kin)                           (10/2-11/10)/16 

1a.) (8pts) Remember the finger dance? I want you to draw four arrows on the 4 paths represented by the dotted lines on the drawing of 
the meter stick below. These arrows represent where your fingers would travel during each velocity. START ON THE 20cm MARK and 
assume positive velocity is to the right.  

1b.)(2pts) What is the velocity and 
position of your finger 13sec after 
you start?

            vel: ________
sec
                 position:  ________

____ 2.) (3pts) Two identical balls are at rest and side by side at the top of a hill. You let ball A start rolling down the hill. A little later you start the 
second ball B rolling down the hill by giving it an initial velocity.   Ball B rolls down the hill along a line parallel to the path of ball A and it 
eventually passes it.  At the instant ball B passes ball A:
a.) it has the same position and the same velocity as A.    d.) it has the same displacement and the same velocity as A.
b.) it has the same position and the same acceleration as A. e.) it has the same displacement and the same acceleration as A.
c.) it has the same velocity and the same acceleration as A.

3.) (5pts) Draw the acceleration vectors below each velocity vector for this one particle.  Your length and direction must be correct. 

vo

18pts 1 sec 2 sec 3 sec 4 sec



8.) (3pts) What will be the displacement of the object between 
the 4th and 6th sec?  Represent this accumulation of position 
by coloring in the correct positive area on the v vs. t graph and 
by coloring the corresponding part of the curve on the x vs. t 
graph above.

6.) (4pts) For the graph of the ball rolling up and back down the ramp below . . . 

29pts

7.)(1pt)At what time does the object reach the apex?

11.)  (3pts) What equation goes with this a vs. t graph?
(remember units)

10.) (3pts)What specific equation goes with this v vs. t graph?     
(remember units)

1 sec 2 sec 3 sec 4 sec

4.)(6pts)

5.) (6pts) For the following graphs.
         Draw the next three              Draw the next four                       Draw the next five
        acceleration vectors              velocity vectors                                    displacement vectors

equation: a = _____     equation:   v  =   ____   +   _____          equation:  x  =   ______  +  ______ +   ______
                               In the blanks above, put in numbers, symbols, and units.
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0   1    2   3   4  -6  -4  -2   0    2    4   6    8  10        0         4         8       12       16       20 m  

9.) (3pts) What will be the displacement of the object move 
between the 8th and 12th sec?  Represent this loss of position by 
coloring in the correct negative area on the v vs. t graph and by 
coloring the corresponding part of the curve on the x vs. t graph 
above.



12.) (10pts) 

___ 14.) (2pts) 

___13.) (2pt) 

___ 15.) (2pt) 

Wow!
Such Beauty!

___ 16.) (2pts)Which of the following graphs is associated with acceleration changing linearly with time?
            a.)  1st order jerk   b.) 4th order position  c.) 2nd order velocity  d.) zero order velocity   e.) 2nd order position

___ 17.) (2pts)Which one of the following is the correct equation for velocity vs. time in a quartet?   
            a.)  v = vo     b.)  v = vt + vo      c.)  v = at2 + vot      d.)  v = jt + vo      e.)  v = 1/3 jt3 +  vo      f.)  v = at + 1/2 jt2 + vo   

18.) (8pts)
7

28pts

8:



22pts

19.) (3pts)Draw a picture of the 
earth-moon system showing the 
perigee and the apogee of the 
moon

20.) (3pts)Remember the 
ceiling tile painting of Jupiter 
and the earth?  Why is the earth 
mad? 

P h y s i c s               name ___________________________________________               period _____
125pt THT 2 - Part 2 (Trios,Beautiful Pats,Orange Kin)                           (10/2-11/10)/16 

21.) Driving down I-35,  Slappy the clown and Bruce Bruce 
see a Krispie Kreme Donuts.  Slappy slams on the brakes and 
in 5.0 seconds, he slows the 1999 Ford Escort down from 80 
miles per hour to 40 miles per hour as he approaches the 
upcoming exit.   

a.) (3pts)What is the car's acceleration in ft/sec/sec?  

b.) (3pts) How many feet were needed to slow the car down?

c.) (3pts) Plot the trio to the right.
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22.)  (7pts) What will be the final velocity of your car in the science parking lot if you "punch it" from a standing start and 
your car experiences a jerk of 6 million miles per min per hour per hour for 750.0 milliseconds?

ONLY coefficients and symbols 
of givens go in these boxes

Answer:

Required Drawing:Symbol thoughts  . . .  no numbers or units.Isolated symbol/coefficient Eq:

vf =



Find the secret word (up to +10pts!) that will be buried somewhere in the Pkt 2 part of the website sometime the evening of 11/8.
Don't forget to look over the history for another possible +10 bonus (or minus 10pts).

25.) Plot the graphs below to determine . . .
a.) (3pts)the bullet's speed through the barrel                            

 b.) (3pts) the length of the barrel 

24.) (6pts) A particle confined to motion along the x axis 
moves with constant acceleration from x = 2.0 m to 
x = 8.0 m during a 2.5 sec time interval. The velocity of 
the particle at x = 2.0 m is 2.8 m/s. What is the 
acceleration during this time interval?  What is your 
isolated variable equation?
Required labeled drawing:

____ 23.) (5pts) A marble accelerates from rest at a constant rate and    
           travels for a total displacement of 4.40 km in 33.3 minutes.     
          What is the average velocity  of the marble?    
          a)  1.1 m/s    b)  2.2 m/s    c) 4.4 m/s   d) 0.0 m/s    e)  132 m/s
         Required labeled drawing:

                                                    

___ 26.) (5pts)A shopping cart is given an initial velocity of 
2.0 m/s and experiences a constant acceleration of 3.0 m/s/s. 
What is the magnitude of the cart’s displacement during the first 
4.0 s of its motion? a) 12 m  b) 32 m c) 55 m d) 74 m  e)  84 m    
Required labeled drawing: 

27.) (6pts) How many seconds will it take Patches to run from a 
charging Mr. Richardson if Patches is first moving at 3.0 m/s and 
then accelerates at 2.0 m/s/s  over a displacement of  5 meters? 
(You MUST use the orange quadratic formula to solve.)  
Required labeled Drawing:

28pts


